
THE BATTLE AGAINST GOVERNMENT FAMILY AND CULTURE IN THE

GRAPHIC NOVEL PERSEPOLIS BY MARJANE SATRAPI

In the graphic novel Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi and the article â€œTwo within main characters both against the
government and against family and culture.

As a child, young Marji learns the history of Iran from family members who participated in important national
turning points, enabling her to understand them in an intimate way. Uncover new sources by reviewing other
students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to
address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not
to use our library. One is moderately safe from danger and filled with the joy and energy of youth; the other is
filled with sacrifice, war, and anonymous death. Her uncle Anoosh's visit deepens her interest in politics when
he tells her stories of being imprisoned as a communist revolutionary. Nasrine's son of the seriousness of the
situation, but to no avail. Looking at the Parsons it can be seen that the parents are impotent towards their
children and at one point Winston is terrified of the children, when a pretend gun in pointed at him. Marji's
parents take her to the airport. For example, after the revolution, Marji's teacher tells her to rip out the picture
of the Shah in her textbook. The Fs Marji is with her father in his office when she sees Iraqi jets bombing
Tehran, the capital of Iran. Was it to give some kids a place to let off steam? Following her return to Iran
Marji meets Reza, also a painter, and they soon begin to date. This displays the "survival" aspect behind
Satrapi as a young girl, and eventually young woman within this context. War from a Child's Perspective This
story is told from the point of view of a young Iranian girl, so the perspective is markedly different from the
typical accounts of war and revolution found in literature. Marji's family receives news that freed political
prisoner Mohsen has been murdered, drowned in his bathtub. While no fan of revolution or the current ruling
regime, Marjane stresses that neither was she a supporter of the exiled Shah. During those troubled years,
slowly but surely, the small Marjane becomes a teenagerâ€”and a rebel. Persepolis is in many ways the perfect
act of revenge by Satrapi against the Islamism that distorted her childhood, and not merely because she is now
free to portray Iran's regime in all its righteous sadism. After much contemplation, Marji decides to separate
with a reluctant Reza. That night she explains to God that she still wants to be a prophet but that her parents
must not know. Her books are enjoyable, although that is certainly a strange word to use to describe books that
tell about murders, torture, and the repression of an entire population, particularly women. Marji asks her
mother why they should not forgive the torturers as well. Her mother, Taji, warns her that she has gotten
married too young and she soon realizes that she feels trapped in the role of a permanent wife. Carol Ann
Douglas In the following excerpt, Douglas explains how Satrapi's upbringing in Iran and her political views
shape Persepolis.


